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A NEW TOWN COMING TO LIFE

ONE PERSON,
ONE OPINION

Famous visitors, first residents and after-work fridays
- it‘s all happening in Zanzibar’s Fumba Town
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Moritz Bielesch, 22, permaculture
teacher in Zanzibar and farmer-to-be
from Erfurt, has this to say: “84% of
people in rural Tanzania still suffer from
food shortages. And food shortages
mean hunger! But even with 8 to 11
billion people on the planet there can be
enough food for everybody, according to
the UN Global Nutrition report. Smallscale farming has to be better supported.
Produce organically, distribute locally
is the answer. No chemicals, no monocultures. Make soil from compost in
just 18-40 days. Use water, worms and
seeds und you can turn a desert into a
vegetable garden in 9 months.“

KANGA MANTRA
Mvumilivu
hula mbivu –
A patient person
eats ripe fruit

Fumba Town in Zanzibar, only 20 minutes away from Stone Town: Like a green oasis the eco community along the sea front of the Fumba peninsula is becoming reality

Sending a strong environmental
message while at the same
time offering modern living
in Africa - and lots of fun:
The Zanzibar experiment of
Fumba Town is coming to life.

A

t sunset you may see
people sitting at the tiny kiosk
of “Kwetu Kwenu” – Swahili
for “My-place-is-your-place” - sipping
self-made lemongrass lemonade or, if
you’d wish, a cold beer. A delivery boy
peddles around on a bicycle to bring
“green baskets” to households, a popular weekly courier service consisting of
fresh veggies from a new nearby farm.
Residents are returning from work,
friendly security guys at the gate quickly opening the barriers for them. And as
the equatorial night abruptly falls over
the quiet scenery, the resident doctor
may be seeing her last patients for the
day.
This is a typical Fumba day.
From a place under construction,
Fumba Town, the first eco-friendly
African town on the island of Zanzibar,
is transforming into a breathing, living
community. More than 500 houses and
apartments of an expected total of 3000
units have been sold and built. Buyers
from 50 nations have invested in the cosmopolitan oasis. The first hundred or so
residents moved in.

Town dwellers come from all sorts
of backgrounds, “exactly as we were
hoping it”, says chief developer
Sebastian Dietzold. Among them are
families from Oman returning home
to Zanzibar; young couples who rent
in Fumba and work in Stone Town,
expats on a mission as well as African
ladies looking to retire “in a peaceful environment”, as Jane Nhamburo
puts it. The 57-year-old Zimbabwean
nurse relocated from Heathrow, UK,
after her son discovered Zanzibar on a
kitesurfing trip. “I just trusted him and
bought here”, says Nhamburo: “So far,
I love it.” In Fumba, for the first time in
Zanzibar, foreigners are free to acquire
property.
Ask people what is best in the green
city created from the drawing board
and answers are multiple: “Some advantages you only notice after you
moved in”, says CPS financial director
Katrin Dietzold, “such as the big,
low windows with unrestricted views
out of your apartment, no bars and
parapets necessary”. This is because
security is centralised in the state-of-the
art community. CPS ist the German-led
company developing Fumba Town.
“I love the serenity and cleanliness
here”, says a new resident from Italy.
“Fumba Town is a place where
everybody can afford a sea view”,
comments town manager Akif El
Mauly. The development is sustainably master-planned across 150 acres
of costal land spreading out along

1.5 kilometres of Indian Ocean shore.
But yes, there have also been
pitfalls since the ambitious project
took off in 2015, some causing
building delays:
Difficulties with
materials coming through the Zanzibar
port, a problem-child which notoriously runs below capacity. Sand needed
to produce concrete was also hard
to come by, a worldwide shortage
felt not only in Zanzibar. Nevertheless, after residential houses, the first
Fumba apartments are to be handed
over by the end of this year. Building
phase II with six-storey “Mwangani”
apartments and a cluster of luxury
“Bustani”-villas is ready to start while
the sale of these units is accelerating.
“We usually start constructing when
we have sold 60 per cent of a house”,
explains Katrin Dietzold. Buyers
pay five instalments in two years
enabling also new generations of
prospective house owners to invest.
Other issues on the agenda are
a bus shuttle between Zanzibar’s
capital and Fumba, the opening
of supermarkets, a commercial centre
and a first school. A kindergarten is already in place.
Meanwhile, not only new residents
enjoy the Fumba bliss. When Jane
Goodall came to Fumba Town recently for an open-air lecture (see
story below), people from everywhere in Zanzibar came to meet and
greet the world-famous chimpanzee
researcher.

All over East Africa women wear brightly coloured Kangas as a wrap-around
cloth. From birth to marriage to grave,
Kangas are indispensable.
Each
Kanga is printed with a proverb in
Swahili, the female statement for the
day. It may often have several meanings
and translations.

Congratulations!

THE GREEN
WEDDING

After-work fridays: “Kwetu Kwenu“ kiosk is the social centre of Fumba

Modern living in Fumba: interior of upcoming apartments now on sale

ROLE MODEL JANE GOODALL

A marriage made in Fumba: On 14
September 2019, on Maasai land, the
managers of the Fumba Town Service
Center (FTSC) Bernadette “Miss
B” Kirsch and Franko “Mister Green”
Goehse were set to tie the knot. We can‘t
wait to celebrate with our permaculturelandscaping VIP couple. We wish them
all the best for their „perma“-times together in a happy and, of course, truly
sustainable marriage!

ADVERTISEMENT

info@fumba.town
+255 778 331 144

Chimpanzee heroe comes to Zanzibar for an evening with the Fumba community
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Jane Goodall taking time to talk to youngsters in Fumba: New generation
Zanzibari read every word from the famous researcher’s lips

n ordinary traffic roundabout in
Fumba Town was turned into a
tented arena for a VIP visitor in
August, when iconic chimpanzee protectionist Jane Goodall came calling.
At 85 and not a tiny bit tired, wearing
her silver hair in a pony tail, the
world
famous
environmentalist
bestowed a visit on the new eco-friendly residential settlement in Zanzibar to
open a Tanzanian camp of her global
youth program “Roots & shoots”.
More than 250 people came out to
sit on pillows and mikeka at Goodall‘s
feet and enjoy an all-vegan African
open-air buffet with delicacies such as
fried cassava, veggie samosas, coconut
curries and beetroot salad.

With full moon lighting up the
magic occasion, money was raised for
the Practical Permaculture Institute,
and green sentiments were shared.
“We gave Dr. Jane the message that
Zanzibar is also her home”, said
Bernadette Kirsch of Fumba Town
Service Centre (FTSC). Dr. Goodall
herself, who made the groundbreaking discovery of chimpanzees
using tools during her decades of
research
in
Gombe
National
Park, had the message: “Plant
trees.” And: “Empower the youth.”
About Fumba the British activist
said: ”Green cities are the future.”
There was nobody to disagree during
that special night of “excitement,
motivation and kindness”, as an
observer put it.

READY TO MOVE IN!

New modern homes for rent,
starting from 350 USD.
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ZANZIBAR

HISTORIC “MALL” BACK IN ACTION

Tenants move into the restored Chawl building in Darajani but scepticism about rehabilitation in Zanzibar continues
It was Zanzibar’s very first
public building with a
social purpose. The rent of its
occupants, mostly traders,
financed the city‘s free water
system as early as 1880. The
restoration looks good – but
was it done in the right spirit?

“ZANZIBAR IS A VERY SPECIAL ISLAND”

Tourism minister Hon. Mahmoud Thabit Kombo about his vision for Zanzibar as an exclusive destination

A very agile man, mostly on the
road, we caught up with the
Minister of Information,
Tourism and Heritage in his
ministry in Kikwajuni. His
office desk and table packed to
the limit with drafts, proposals
and statistics, Hon. Mahmoud
Thabit Kombo explains his
priorities in a frank interview
with THE FUMBA TIMES
chief editor Andrea Tapper.
Hon. Minister Kombo, often Stone
Town seems congested with many
tourists pushing through the narrow
alleys. Has Zanzibar already too
much tourism?
No, I don’t think so. In my opinion
the maximum carrying capacity of our
island, as it is now, stands around one
million tourists. Beyond that we would
have to seriously invest in infrastructure, roads, water, waste disposal.
Even now you’d have to invest,
tourism is growing rapidly…
And that is good news. Very good news.
We have reached over 520,000 tourists
per year, a target we had set ourselves
for 2020. We have outgrown our own
expectations. 72,000 people work
directly in the tourism industry.
Tourism is the backbone of our economy.

What’s your personal idea of a
perfect holiday?
Well, that’s a nice question. For me
there are three types of holidays.
Alone and with friends, a family
holiday or a complete chill-out. If you’d
go to Bangkok for example, it matters
if you are with colleagues or with your
mother–in-law, doesn’t it? During a
family holiday the idea is to spend
quality time with your family and that
can be extremely nice. I once went on
a chill-out vacation with my wife to the
Maldives. I must say it was the perfect
holiday, having absolutely nothing to
do but to sunbath, snorkel and eat.
Your favourite beach in Zanzibar?
I loved the La Gemma dell’Est Hotel when it opened in Nungwi, the
landscaping, the greenery, the garden,
all not too intrusive. Now, I also admire the new Zuri Hotel & Resort at
Kendwa, the location is beautiful. But
Zanzibar has so many splendid beaches
all along our stunning coastlines.

I do not have time for gossip but I
have a good feeling, that by mid2020 will have the new airport
ready for a capacity of 1.6 million international and one million domestic arrivals per year.
Another inconvenience for arriving
tourists is the visa obligation. Long
queues, countless forms to be filled.
Why not simply scrap the visas?
Absolutely not. Visas are a main source
of revenue. We will continue to ask for
it. It also controls people coming in.
How?
For instance, we don’t want backpackers to come in and sleep on the beach.

“Mass tourism
would drain
our resources“

What’s wrong with the airport?
Why are we waiting since years for
the opening of the new terminal
building?
There was a deadlock of finances,
contracts and guarantors. A knot
not easily disentangled. The plan
is now for the government to
invest a certain amount to complete
the building as soon as possible.

But how would you know? And
besides, visitors seem to love the
mix of budget and luxury accommodation, there is a growing number of
dormitory hostels.
Such hostels will fade out. On average,
a tourist in Zanzibar currently spends
180 US dollars per night. Cheap all-inclusive tourism has little benefit for a
country. 48 US$ a day in Sharm-el-Sheik
in Egypt, I wonder, how they do that.

Rumours say, the deadlock was just a
matter of a missing signature?

What sort of tourism should Zanzibar
go for, budget, luxury or a mix?

Frankly, in my opinion Zanzibar should
be an exclusive high level destination.
That would be ideal…
But Mr. Minister, who can afford
that? I certainly couldn’t.
Well, then you can’t. We want tourism
actively contributing to the welfare of
the island.
According to international “Tourism
Analysis” an average European holidaymaker spends 1000 US dollars for
a 10-day-holiday including flights.
It’s a question of impact. We are a small
island, a diamond. Mass tourism would
drain our sparse resources. The ecological impact could pose a huge burden on
tax payers. Who would pay for all the
roads, the water, energy?

houses are dilapidated beyond repair.
Together with Oman, we will spend 75
million dollars on restoration, this includes the whole of Stone Town. Soon,
we will have a coffee shop on top of the
House of Wonder!
At 49, you are already a political
veteran, in parliament since 2005,
minister for 3 years. What do you
consider your main achievements?
In tourism, rebuilding the trust of
private investors. 80 per cent of foreign

investments are in tourism. In information, the licensing of the electronic
media. In heritage, our huge
rehabilitation efforts.
How do you like Fumba?
A lot. I am confident, as it advances, it
will attract very good people to invest
in Zanzibar, strengthening the residential and diaspora tourism. It’s a perfect
place for a new generation. I am even
considering to buy a home in Fumba
myself

There are 4 giants in African
tourism, South Africa and Morocco
with 10 million holidaymakers
per year. Tunisia and Egypt with 5
million each. Where do you want to
position Zanzibar?
I think, we have even more to offer than
the Maldives! Heritage, culture, identity.
We have put a multi-million dollar
regeneration program in motion to
maintain our heritage. I predict people
will one day queue to travel to Zanzibar.
We are a very special island.
Why then is Stone Town,
UNESCO-heritage, so neglected?
Neglected?

a

Historians say, 85 per cent of the

“Happy, the building
is back to life“
“I am very happy they saved the
building”, says Nadia Marielle
Solonirina, who brought her company
“Conciergerie Zanzibar Ltd.” to the
new Chawl building. “Many friends
have asked why I did not take an office in Shangani, the more touristic
part of town. But I wanted to be in a
historic setting”, says the attractive,
Madagascar-born entrepreneur. who
runs a destination concierge service
mainly for French holidaymakers in
Zanzibar. Staircases are beautifully
crafted in original mahagony wood,
each floor exhibits huge, mall-like
corridors where coffee shops or lounge
areas for customers could still be
installed, a modern elevator has been
added.
But while the historic mall, one of 26
“Grade A” buildings under maximum
protection in Zanzibar, is coming back
to life face-lifted and looking splendid,
it has also become a prime showcase of
just how complicated, emotional and
sometimes side-tracked conservation
has become here. After decades of neglect people seem to have become sceptical of anything happening in Zanzibar, especially when undertaken by the
public sector. More commonly known
as jumba la treni, the “train house” was
built around 1870-1880 by reformsultan Seyyid Barghash bin Said mainly

From deterioration to splendour:
The Chawl five years ago and now
for his own carpenters and tailors.
It has a remarkable libertarian history.
The rental money obtained was used
to finance a free water supply in Stone
Town.. The sultan installed a pipeline
from Mwanyanya to town and placed
a huge water tank in the shape of a
ship right in front of the palace. “We
never paid for water in Zanzibar until
2000”, remembers Salum Suleiman
Salum who is not only Zanzibar’s chief
archivist but lived in the Chawl building
himself as a youth. The 54-year-old
vividly remembers: “Everybody called
the building jumba la treni just because
it was so long.”
Visiting the director of the Zanzibar
Institute of Archives and Records - in
short National Archives - in his wellkept offices in Kilimani, he is able
to unfold the entire history of any
given place in Zanzibar, all recorded
in carefully labelled files. Salum wrote
his 111-page-dissertation on the
“Rehabilitation and Development of
Darajani creek” in 2012.

The creek disappeared,
Chawl house remained
The history of the Chawl building, he
explains, is entangled with the creek‘s
fate, then separating Zanzibar’s old
town from the rest of the island. Craftsmen and traders, often from Indian
origin, brought their goods in and out
across the Darajani bridge, working
on the ground floor while living with
their families on the two upper floors,
- around 160 families until the 1900s.
African explorer Dr. David Livingstone

Smiling faces at the first Zanzibar Tourism Show in 2018: Pamela
Matthews and Julia Alois Cassian of “Castaway Weddings & Events“

Happy with her office at the Chawl:
travel concierge Nadia Solonirina

gave Zanzibar the much-quoted name
“Stinkybar” because of pwani mbovu,
the rotten sea, as locals called the
waste-loaded creek. The British began
filling in the creek for hygienic reasons
in 1915, a task only completed in 1957
– all the while the Chawl building was
in active use.
“Nobody knows how Zanzibar would
look today, if the creek would have
remained”, says archivist Salum. In
1964, when Tanganjika and Zanzibar
became Tanzania, the Chawl building
was taken over by the new government
and stayed in use until it had to close
down because of “total deterioration“,
so archivist Salum, in 2016. “As kids
we used to eat maembe bichi, raw mango, with salt scratched from the walls of
our bedroom,” remembers Salum, “all
that came from the constant exposure to
salt water from the creek.”
Nowadays, the Zanzibar Social

with
some
fund
managers
saying it is a highly risky investment.
But what is there not to love about
the overhauled Chawl building? When
rehabilitation and re-opening delayed
for about a year, rumours quickly
spread that offices and shops were too
expensive. But actually, all spaces did
rent out fast at TZS 400,000 (US$ 180)
per month. Occupants mention minor
issues still to be resolved: Is the ample
sparking space in front of the building reserved for customers and shopkeepers or is it for everybody? Why
are public toilets sometimes closed,
maintenance and cleaning services irregular? “The corridors are too big, the
offices too small”, criticises tax specialist Juma Ndihaguia, who has an office
on the second floor.
But the main criticism comes from
conservation hardliners. “It is against
conservation law to use a histori-

cal building for a different than the
original purpose”, holds Zanbibar‘s
very own historian Professor Abdul
Sheriff. He sees the Chawl building in
violation of this rule because the pattern
of shops-downstairs, living-space-upstairs was broken. Traders, however, say
they wouldn’t want to live in tiny spaces
above their shops anymore. “Preserved
buildings must adjust to the times“, they
say. “Otherwise boutique hotels in historic
buildings would also be impossible.“

Security Fund (ZSSF), with its state
mandate to re-invest 70 per cent
of its income, owns the Chawl
building and renovated it with a
Chinese contractor firm, CRJE. “We
preserved the structure under strict
UNESCO supervision”, said one of the
supervisors still on the site. The ZSSF
was not available for comment. It does
not feature the Chawl building on its
website where other projects such as the
Michinzani shopping mall are posted.
The idea to tap into pension funds to finance infrastructure projects is controversial in African countries.

Big corridors, tiny offices
- and to whom belongs the
parking?
In Kenya the state plan to finance
infrastructure projects with pension
funds is presently hotly discussed

•

Trigger projects for the environment & culture: Hotels to desalienate
their own water, a museum path
through Stone Town.
Zanzibar only woke up to tourism
after 1990. In the sixties it had just
three government hotels, guests were
mostly Eastern European officials. The
recent boom started in 2014 due to
security and industry problems
in neighbouring Kenya and never
stopped ever since. But locals have not
benefitted much. Graham draws a grim
picture in his “present scenario: The
entire environment is under serious
threat, pollution across all areas, low
wellbeing among communities, very
poor waste management.”
As for pricing in Zanzibar, the luxury
sister islands Mauritius, Seychelles
and Maldives, with daily tourist spendings of 700-1000 US dollars, seem
to act as a role model. But will this be
the right level for Zanzibar? For now,
the definition of the Zanzibar Commission for Tourism (ZCT) still stands:
“To be the most exotic, diverse island
destination in the Indian Ocean

Region.“ And will agriculture really
take off the green way? “We strongly recommend rain and waste water
treatment for irrigation, organic compost, and are against monoculture
farming which would ruin the land”,
says Graham Leslie. The debate is on.

TOURISM FACTS
• 521,000 tourists (2018)
• 70,000 jobs
• 80% of foreign revenue
•	1/3 of gross domestic

product (GDP)
•	455 hotels, 80 %
budget & economy
• 8,500 rooms
•	Average spending:
US$ 180 per visitor daily
• 4,6 days average stay
SOURCE: Zamani presentation,
Tourism summit 2019

How well was the restoration
done and will it last?
As the discussion continues, and sceptics remain, archivist Salum sums it up:
“Lets first of all wait and see how long
the renovated Chwal will stay pretty,
and if it was done not with the necessary precaution and care.“
Time will tell.		
(AT)

LOCAL ENTREPRENEURS MAKING A DIFFERENCE

SOME LIKE IT HOT
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everal tools have been launched
recently to shape tourism. The
second
“Zanzibar
Tourism
Show” was expected to draw
more than 150 exhibitors at Hotel
Verde (the first one was held last
year). A recent tourism summit and a
new “National Branding Committee”
are further stepping stones towards a
well-planned future. At least, that’s the
hope of many: “I was impressed with the
holistic approach and the constructive
but also self-critical atmosphere at the
tourism summit”, says Tobias Dietzold,
a director of Fumba Town.
Bust just how much should and can
Zanzibar grow? One of the top-advisors
and players, it seems, will be Zamani,

History expert: Chief archivist
Salum lived in the Chawl as a child

MIND MY BUSINESS

Zanzibar working on masterplan until 2030 - Tourism show 26-28 September 2019
Zanzibar is no longer a sleeping
beauty. Tourism has doubled
in the last five years. Public
and private players pledge to
strategically plan the future.

Long as a train - that‘s how the traders‘ warehouse built by Sultan Bargash
before 1880 got his Swahili name jumba la treni (literally: palace of a train)

Mahmoud Kombo, a telecommunications specialist with a master‘s degree
from the Geneva School of Diplomacy, has served as a deputy minister and
minister in Zanzibar since 2006. A tall and energetic man, he was sometimes
talking on two phones during the interview with FT editor Andrea Tapper

LIFTING TOURISM TO A NEW LEVEL
an Oman-based boutique consultancy,
which will not only oversee the implementation of a million-dollar Stone
Town restoration with Omani capital,
but has formulated a tourism masterplan until 2030 - and wants to built its
own hotel here. A 12-point-resolution
drafted by Zamani CEO Graham Leslie
after the summit includes:
• Tourism for All. Local farmers to be
helped to produce for hotels. Currently, 80% of hotel consumables are imported. But 80% of fish consumed by
tourists comes from local sources.
• More expensive. Zanzibar wants to
move from the current 180 US dollars
spent by visitors daily to a staggering
500 US dollars per day in 2030. Right
now, 20% of holidaymakers create 80%
of revenue.
• The big clean up: New airport to
be completed, waste recycling, clean
water, better roads, better resourced
mobile police – the to-do-list is long.
• The big growth. From 8,500
hotels rooms now to 12,500 (2025) and
15,000 (2030). From 72,000 jobs in the
industry to 150,000.- that‘s the plan.

PHOTOS (3): TAPPER

Dream destination Zanzibar: The white beach at Zuri Hotel on the north coast is still uncrowded, but main streets in Stone Town already suffer from an overdose of souvenirs shops all with similar items
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M

ost of the shopkeepers and
office owners, old and new,
who recently moved into
the restored three-storey Chawl building near Darajani market agree:“ It’s
marvellous, nzuri sana.” - “We just
came back four month ago”, says Abath
Omar Kalif, a retailer selling washing
powder in a new ground-floor store,
“it’s much better than before.“ A variety
of around 70 shops and offices are
expected to open. On the ground-floor of
the historic mall customers can already
find beauty and cosmetic stores and
typical Zanzibari kiosks selling everything from cooking oil to soap bars,
most of them in retail. Upstairs, firms
like TanTaxi, a just-launched Zanzibari
version of Uber, a tax consultant, telephone companies and travel agents
occupy tiny office spaces of no more
than 10-15 square metres. So far only
“Healthmart”, a pharmacy wholesale,
is stretching out over much of the first
floor.

Spice fortune: Vanilla is now more expensive than silver on the world
market. Manager Flury at his 1001 Organic Spicery in Stone Town

Contracts with 80 farming
families, a gold medal for black
pepper and tons of delicious,
100% organic spices. Such
is the success story of 1001
Organic – Zanj Spice Ltd.,
the only spice producer on
the island with a European
Union bio-certificate.

Raphael
Flury
proudly
looks
around his small concept store
nestled next to the historic building
of “Emerson Spice Hotel“ where
cloves and cinnamon, vanilla and
pepper, cardamom and nutmeg
stand neatly packaged on wooden
shelves. The 30-year-old Swiss-born
manager has every reason to be happy.
As a law student on a world trip he
explored Tanzania and was called back
three years ago to become manager of
the only bio-certified spice producer on
the island. Now the company, founded by a German owner in 2012, is the
biggest exporter of spices besides
the government. “It is wonderful to work with such an emotional
product”,
Flury
says.
Indeed, mysteries have surrounded the
production of sensual spices for centuries. Zanzibar is said to have traded
with the commodity since 2500 BC.
In the “golden years” of the 19th
century it held the world record in
cloves exportation, building much
of its fame and fortune on spices.

Nowadays the secrets are more profane.
“Many visitors don’t know that lots
of the spices sold at the local Darajani market are imports from places like
India, third-class-quality and full of
pesticides”, Flury says.
To guarantee clean and fresh products
1001 Organic started educating and
supporting local farming co-operatives.
Often, their spices had been contaminated by drying them next to roads
or in stores sprayed with chemicals; so
new drying and packing facilities had
to be built.

Americans love
craft beer with
Zanzibar pepper
Visiting the lush hills of Pemba, it
quickly becomes obvious what hard
work spice farming is. The farmers
don’t own industrial-type monoculture
plantations but grow their cinnamon
trees, baobabs and pepper wildly in forests. “We struggled a lot” says Bakari,
one of the farmers: ”Harvesting is tough,
and we did not know whom to sell our
products to.” All that has changed:

From farm
to container is the new
motto. The spices go straight to
export, ready for
consumers in Berlin or New York
“within 2-3 months”,
Flury explains. Zanzibar
peppercorns even reached a
brew house in the US as an ingredient for their craft drinks.
Why are organic spices relatively expensive, at five US dollars a 80-gramm-package? “It’s a
niche market for customers who
want fresh products and fair payment for farmers“, says Flury. The
Monde Selection Quality Institute
from Brussels agreed: “Black pepper from Zanzibar is the hottest” –
and bestowed the worldwide gold
medal for 2019 on 1001 Organic.
1001 Organic Zanj Spice Island Ltd.
next to Emerson Spice Hotel,
Stone Town
Opening hours:
Mo-Fr 9-18, Sa-Sun 9-17
Visits to spice factory possible
www.1001organic.com
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80 books on Zanzibar and counting: Javed Jafferji is the unrivalled king of print, photos and promotion on the spice island
By Andrea Tapper
In the lobby a woman is
packing black pepper into
small plastic bags. Like
changing stage backdrops
various boards for various
activities are standing in the
background: Gem Centre,
Tourism Show, Gallery Tours.
Surely, the owner of this
two-storey residential office
building in Mbweni plays
the flute to many tunes.

Andrea Tapper
Editor-in-chief,
THE FUMBA TIMES

A
by Kipanya

THE BEACH BOY CACOPHONY

NEW ON THE ISLAND

GUEST COMMENT

NO MUSEUM OF PEOPLE
Zuma of Mr. Kahawa: “Safi sana“

Amidst the
global
culture
we can’t set
our culture
in stone.

W

elcome to Zanzibar. A place
of myth and legend. A place
of stories. If you are a visitor,
you have probably been drawn here
based on some of these stories. Zanzibar
– romantic, mysterious, just beyond the
horizon. Yes, Zanzibar and Stone Town
are all of that, but also much more.
I am a young photographer in and from
Zanzibar. My request to you, holidaymakers and newcomers: Walk slowly.
Let your eyes move past the things which
are for sale, past all the souvenir shops
and look up at the buildings. Beyond
the buildings. This is a UNESCO world
heritage site, one of seven in Tanzania,
inscribed in 2000 as the place where
African and Arab cultures have mixed
for centuries to produce what we now
call Swahili culture. There are an
estimated 100+million Swahili speakers
in East Africa and Swahili culture
extends from Southern coastal Somalia,
south through northern Mozambique.
Yet, the heartland is here.
Despite its name Stone Town, our
city is not fixed in stone, fixed in time.
Children grow up here. People marry.
Old people sit in famed doorways, each
of which tell a story. Imagine, if you’d
arrived from Dar es Salaam on a ferry or
a dhow 50 years ago, how much would
be different. How much the same?
Many of you, as visitors, are only
here for a short time, days perhaps, and
will not have a chance to experience

the depth and breadth of Swahili life
and culture. We hope our photographs
begin to suggest what it is to live here.
To give you a window into our lives and
to extend the conversation. Talk to us.
We are not display items in a museum.
This is no museum of people.
The question is not, is there change
and development? Of course there
is. It would be foolish to suggest that
with the global culture surrounding us,
it is even possible to set our culture in
stone. We all have mobile phones. Are
on the internet. I go to clubs. I travel.
The question is what do we want to
preserve, must preserve, while at the
same time continue to be part of the
modern world.
So yes – walk slowly in our streets.
We welcome visitors, as we have
for hundreds of years. Think about
those that have come before you and
those that will come after. This is a place
where a culture was formed and a
language developed. Think about how,
as a visitor, you are part of that change.
The more dignity and elegance you
show, the more graceful the change will
be. For instance, when you go to town
in Europe, you dress up for town, don’t
you? You would not walk around in a
barely disguised swimming costume
nor your dusty trekking outfit. You are
not going to climb Kilimanjaro today,
you are promenading in our capital!
Walk slowly.

Fresh from the printing press: Our first issue was printed in Stade, Germany

READERS DISCOVER
THE FUMBA TIMES
“This is what we have been
waiting for.“ - “Finally, an English
paper in Zanzibar“. “Fumba Town
looks so lovely, where is it?“ Such
were the reactions of readers when
a test issue of
THE FUMBA TIMES was shown
to them. We are very pleased, and
proud about the overwhelming
echo. Our promise to you, dear
readers: Will keep you informed,
entertained and inspired.
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Ashrak Mussa,
27, community photographer,
recipient of UNESCO 2018 Heritage
Award, founder of Ash Gallery
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Zanzibar is
my destiny. There is no
way of escaping
others left, five days before the first
multiparty elections“, as he vividly
remembers. “Zanzibar gave me everything”, Jafferji says today. “I started my
publishing career here. At the time the
book market was great.”
His latest endeavour – photography
by drone – has produced the most amazing results, published regularly in his
bi-monthly local A5-magazine “Swahili
Coast”. He is planning a new book
entirely filled with drone images: “This
makes me see Zanzibar in a new light”,
the photographer explains.
And indeed, how surprising are the
patterns of tropical life from a bird’s
eye perspective! A sea of corrugated tin
roofs (see above), a chessboard of trees.
As a photographer Jafferji has shot
more than 100,000 images of Zanzibar,
Tanzania and Africa over the years. Are
they all digitalised by now? “Oh no”,
he says, “I wish they’d were. I am not
that organised.”
The “Swahili Coast” has been the love
of his life, apart from his wife of course
who runs the “Cinnamon Spa”, another

family business. “I am proud that for
18 years we almost never missed an issue
of the Swahili Coast magazine”, Jafferji
says. Anybody in publishing in Africa
will certainly appreciate that success,
especially given the demise of print
journalism in general. “Books are
out”, the book publisher himself sighs,
“maybe not yet as badly as in Europe,
but average tourists hardly buy books
any more.”
So, “out of necessity” once more, he
diversified starting his own travel company “Gallery Tour & Safaris”, then shifted his attention
eight years ago to his own
boutique hotel, not anywhere
of course, but in the oldest
authentic Indian property
in town, on Gizenga
Street. “Jafferji House &
Spa” beams visitors into
a world of wood carvings and colourful furniture. The
museum-like lobby is decorated with
the master’s collection of star photos.
A year ago, the “Jafferji Beach Retreat”
with 14 suites in Matemwe followed.
Meanwhile, a staff of 150 looks after
the photographer’s core businesses.
“He was one of the first believers in
Zanzibari tourism”, acquaintances of
Jafferji say. Three years ago he was
lifted to the ranks of commissioner of
tourism. It was his idea to establish a
“Tourism show“ in Zanzibar. The first
was held last year (see page 2), the second staged this September. “We have
started local, but it will grow“, Jafferji
is confident. Looking back, the father of
three boys between 11 and 16 years says
about his many activities: “Not everything in my life was successful. On average of four ideas only one or two work
out, and nobody sees the struggle behind it.” But by now he also knows how
to let go. Latest by 16:30 he is out of the
office, three times a week, carrying his
beloved drone to a new spot. Javed
Jafferji is ready to fly.

fr

LOCAL HEROES

RICH OR POOR, FAMOUS OR UNKNOWN - THE FACES OF ZANZIBAR

FROM GREEN GIRL TO ECO-PRENEUR

READERS LETTERS

P.O.Box 3564, Fumba Town, Zanzibar, Tanzania

Zanzibar 150 years ago as a merchant
by ship, his father was already born
here, all members of the Bohora community.
In 1975, with six-year-old Javed
in tow, the family left Zanzibar for
Pakistan. As a kid, somebody gave him
a camera and little Javed made this first
snapshots. “It was a very simple, small
camera“, he recalls. After studying in
London and acquiring a master‘s in
photography, he was drawn back to
Zanzibar in 1995, “just when many

right

Hon. Minister Mahmoud Thabit Kombo: “Let‘s read it“ - Publisher Sebastian Dietzold (right): “An important part of Fumba“
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nd then he enters, in green
khaki trousers, a black T-Shirt,
a shy smile. “Come in“,
Javed says and suddenly seems much
more approachable than I‘d thought he
would be. Javed Jafferji, 50, photographer, writer. publisher, printer, hotelier,
travel operator, tourism official, spa
owner. His stage is Zanzibar. His roles
are many. Fact is, he has written and produced about 70 to 80 books on Zanzibar
(the precise number he can’t recall himself), starting with the very first island
guide and travel book, the blue-covered,
103-page “Zanzibar Guide“, published
in 1992/93. In those infant days of
tourism, the “Lonely Planet” had not
yet discovered Zanzibar, more than two
decades of socialist rule had isolated
the island from the world: “Nobody
was ready to publish a travel guide on
Zanzibar”, Jafferji recalls, “therefore I
had to do it myself”.
Little did the photography student of
Paddington College in London know, that this would
become the motto of his life.
“Yes”, Jafferji says with a
smile, “most of the things I‘ve
done, I did out of necessity
because they just weren’t done
before”. He remembers “approaching many UK publishers
for my first Zanzibar book, but
their uniform reply was: It’s too small
a destination. So I became a publisher
myself out of necessity.”
But there was also a good amount of
creativity involved, a seemingly inbuilt
instinct for the next trend. “Swahili wisdom” for instance, one of his beautiful
coffee table books, with a collection of
kanga proverbs became an instant hit.
Nobody in Zanzibar, although daily
surrounded by kanga clothes and their
typical written imprint, had thought
of moulding this intricate symbol of
Swahili lifestyle into a tourist book.
How Zanzibari does Javed Jafferji
feel? “Hundred per cent”, says the man
whose forefathers immigrated from
Gujarat in India, “this island is my
home and my destiny, there is no way
of escaping”. He may no longer be the
adventurous young man fearlessly photographing gorillas in the mountains of
Rwanda but he is still versatile and dynamic enough to jump on a new bandwagon when he sees it. He was born
“by default”, as he puts it, in Dar es
Salaam. His grandfather had reached
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I could go on and on. The winds of
change are blowing in Zanzibar. That
leads to questions. Who benefits from
half a million tourists and half a billion
dollar revenue? Should megalomaniac
projects be fostered? Do we want a
Dubai-Zanzibar, a Muscat-Zanzibar?
We at THE FUMBA TIMES believe
in our own way. A modern Zanzibar
still remaining Zanzibar. A sustainable
island with chances for all.
Our stories in this issue reflect the
debate. I am very happy to have the
tourism minister himself entering the
free exchange of views on page 2. To
meet unknown local heroes like green
girl Abla on page 5. But also to learn
how to be smart about taka-taka on
page 7.
All this is Zanzibar. Enjoy the winds
of change! Breath in the fresh air of
Fumba Town. Feel at home with us.
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anzibar is changing. In the past
five years maybe more than in 50
years before. Stone Town is no
longer a village. Mlandege becoming
a real urban shopping street with highrise buildings. Michinzani getting a
mall! The sea promenade, restored by
the World Bank, looking fresh like a
mediterranean breeze.
Fumba Town is coming to life as
the first owners and tenants move
in. Mkunazini is turning into a fullyfledged food mile. Water supply in
town will dramatically change as a new
water tower is being built on Nyerere
Rd - a topic we will come back to in one
of our next issues. New businesses and
hotels are springing up along airport
road by the minute. And the airport….
well, that’s another story. At least it
does have its first, shining luggage carousel now!

The world of Javed Jafferji, photographer and
tourism businessman in Zanzibar (clockwise from
left): Blue is the new orange, a sea of rooftops in
Stone Town captured by drone. The man himself
with his very first “Zanzibar Guide” written and
published 26 years ago. Below, his artsy beach
beauty in black and white

Dear reader,
we at FUMBA TIMES welcome
your opinion, story ideas,
suggestions and feedback.
Mail us your comments.
If published we reserve the
right of editing and shortening.
E-mail to:
readersletters@fumbatimes.com

REPORT ON SCHOOLS!

WE LOVE SPORTS

How nice to find an English language
gazette on the island! Thank you for that.
I read every article of your first edition
and found it to be very interesting.
Since I am working for the only Rudolf
Steiner primary school on Zanzibar, I am
wondering if an article about this way of
teaching would be interesting for your
gazette? Many people have an idea or
opinion about Steiner education, but a
lot of people do not know what Steiner
education actually means.
Blanche Overgaauw, by e-mail

Dear Editor,
it would be nice if you could include
more sport and fitness in your new
newspaper. We are interested in personal
training and all sorts of water sports.
Also coverage of running events like
marathons would be great. We want to
know what is offered in Zanzibar and sports
is good for you!
Said and Lulu, by e-mail

Dear Blanche, we are planning a whole
article on schooling possibilities in Zanzibar
and will be happy to include your school.
The Editor

We misspelled the name of the owner of
Inaya Zanzibar Ltd in FT issue No 1. The
correct spelling is Cheherazade Cheikh.
Our apologies.

CORRECTION

Its been quite a drive to find
her family house deep in the
shamba of Mwera, a village
area north-east of Stone
Town. We pass banana
plants. Lychees stretch their
branches right through the
car window. Abla’s house
has no electricity yet.

B

ut Abla Mohammed Baraka
is determined nevertheless.
She is going to be among
the top chutney and pickle sellers in
her district, if not Zanzibar. She is a
proud permaculture girl, one of the
first young women to complete a
green agriculture course in Zanzibar.
It has been her stepping stone towards

a career, and even more so, towards an
independent life. “Ndio”, the 24-yearold says, preferring Swahili to English, “I can live of what I learned.“
Abla lives with her mother and some
of her six siblings.
The whole area is dotted with spice
gardens, a rather fitting place for a
young woman who wants to build her
future on nature’s abundance. Abla
case is typical: She left secondary
school after form 4, no job afterwards.
Then she heard about the Practical
Permaculture Institute of Zanzibar
(PPIZ), in existence since 2015 as
part of a bigger cluster of similar
institutes in East Africa, Laura
Maier, a North German who made her
master‘s in global change management in New Zealand, became Ablas
teacher. Maier herself started as an intern at the permaculture institute, now

she is heading it. The 30-year-old says
of Abla: “She had her own opinion
from the beginning.”
Laura Maier explains permaculture
as a “regenerative system in harmony
with people and nature”. More than
250 students have participated in PPIZ
workshops so far, more than hundred
finished internships; the institute,

With chillies to
independence
sponsored by several institutions,
offers kids’ camps and teachers’
training. Abla took part in Fursa
Kijani, a special course for out-ofschool youngsters financed by the Zanzibari charity “Milele Foundation”.
Most of Fumba Town’s gardeners

stem from the program.
Birds are singing, the sweet smell of
freshly cut flowers lingers in the air.
The PPIZ educational site, located
just 25 minutes away from Stone
Town, is a green classroom. Five
acres of land, an organic vegetable
garden, grey water management system, rocket stoves and solar power.
“I love it”, says Abla, “and we learnt
so much together.” Making chillies.
Creating compost. Identifying seeds.
Back on her own again, the young
eco-preneur started experimenting
with natural oils. Mafuta ya nywele,
her hair oil with ingredients from her
shamba, quickly became one of her
bestselling products. She set about
designing her own labels and found
a printer. For pickles and chillies she
follows her mum’s recipes and „ideas
from the training”, she says. She sells

up to 500 bottles of her pili-pili sauce
per month at about one dollar each;
her brand name “Marha” embraces
the family initials.
Permaculture Course in English
Want to become a farmer? Or redo
your garden? Join the 2-weekpermaculture course in English.
Date: 15 - 28 November 2019
Costs: 650 US$, incl. stay/full-board
www.permaculture-eastafrica.com

Home-grown career: Abla runs a
start-up, Laura was her teacher

How property is rented and let in Fumba Town

LET‘S TALK ABOUT TAKA-TAKA...

Fumba Town is setting new standards in waste collection and recycling
An incredible 94 per cent of
Fumba‘s daily garbage is
recycled. In fact, the waste
collection is of higher standard
than even in Europe.
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Lena Nzui and Emmanuel Robert:
“Renting here is convenient for us”

Starting your new life: Monthly rent rates in Fumba begin at around 300 US dollars for apartments and houses with services like security included

T

here is a catch in renting flats
in developing countries that a
tenant in, say, Boston, Berlin
or Brussels would hardly understand.
Often, potential tenants are asked to pay
the rent for a year or even two years in
advance. “Who can do that?” asks Kevin
Oxham, a young NGO-worker looking
to settle in Zanzibar: “I get my salary
monthly.“ Salome Yussuf who is also
searching for a flat agrees: “I am an employed teacher. Paying rent in advance
would overburden me.”
In Fumba things are easier. Homeowners as well as prospective tenants
are supported to make a deal - most of
the time without advance payments.
Sebastian Dietzold, chief developer of Fumba, knows: “Renting living
space is still a relatively new concept in
Zanzibar. But with a six per cent population
growth, severe lack of housing and
not everybody in a position to acquire
property, the rental market is bound to
take off in the near future and we are paving the way.”
In Fumba Town the playing cards forlandlords and tenants are being shuffled right now. “We have developed a
safe system to receive monthly payments”, explains El Mauly, manager of
the letting service in Fumba Town. The
mechatronic engineer is part of the

the contract, collect a deposit and hand
over the flat”, explains El Mauly. Most
importantly the rent is safely transferred
to the owner’s local or foreign account,
or kept for him in cash.
“We are flexible”, says
the town manager. “If an
owner wishes, we can also
deposit the rent with his
relatives or a local friend in
Zanzibar.” All this is legal
and secured by a new law called the Condominium Act entitling foreigners and
locals to buy and let property in a multi-residence scheme like Fumba.
Flexibility is a key word. The Fumba
town management looks after individual
property with varying schemes and fees.
But homeowners are equally free to use
external real estate agencies or Airbnb

Rent is safely
transferred
anywhere

to rent out their properties. Furthermore
“we welcome local service agencies to
establish themselves here and to work
with us”, says El Mauly “A nanny agency, a housecleaning firm - our growing
town calls for all kind of services.”
And the tenants? “We can’t complain”,
say Lena and Emmanuel Robert, a couple
among the first occupants of Fumba (see
interview on the right). “There is always
a person in the town management to talk
to and to assist.” In case of uncertainty,
there is a neat little community handbook
to consult, handed out to every new resident like a check-in card in a hotel.
And, when all fails, the handbook’s
closing remarks, a quote by no less than
Winston Churchill, may help indeed:
“The true guide to life is to do what is
right.”

HOW MUCH
IS THE RENT?
range at the moment from
300 US dollars for an unfurnished 2-bedroom house to
about 700 US dollars for a
fully furnished 3-bedroom
with AC.
•	
As usual in Zanzibar,
electricity and water are
pre-paid by the tenant.
•	
When newly built small apartments become available later
this year, rental rates might
become even lower.

Working in Zanzibar and
abroad, Lena Nzui from
Kenya and Emmanuel Robert
from Nigeria are happy
with their rental 2-bedroom
house in Fumba Town.
How did you discover
Fumba Town?
We were living in another, very
good residential area in Zanzibar,
in Chukwani, where we paid a lot
of rent. When the landlord wanted
to increase the rent again, we said
enough is enough. Then we heard
about Fumba.
How much did you pay before?
We paid 2,000 US dollars. It was a
very big house. But actually we did
not even need such a big house.
How much do you pay here?
600 US dollars.

•	
Rent rates in Fuma Town
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Not everybody can buy a house
or apartment. On the other hand
many homeowners want to let.
Fumba Town is turning given
facts into a win-win situation.

unique town management of the new
eco-city under construction, a moderator between property owners and
possible tenants.
“Our rental rates are very
good value for money”,
Khamis says, “we did a
comparison with other
rates in Zanzibar.” And
the 27-year-old manager has no hesitation to
promote Fumba Town: ”I would
certainly rent here myself, you can’t
get such an environment anywhere else
in Zanzibar. 24/7 security, clean water,
proper waste collection and sea view.”
When the town management oversees
the renting-out-process, landlords pay a
fee of 7.5 % of the rent: ”We advertise
for tenants, do income screenings, draft

“FUMBA PEOPLE
ARE VERY CREATIVE”

So money was your
main concern?
Not really. Emmanuel runs a successful international travel agency
called “African travel”. We have
many clients from eastern Europe.
Lena works as a nurse. It’s the
community we love in Fumba.
It’s full of strategic thinkers.
Everybody is creative and smart.

What do you mean exactly?
Look at the greenery and the
ecological concept. Such a thing
is not very common in Africa. It’s
fantastic, really like European
standard. Lena eats power seeds
from the moringa tree in our
backyard every day. It‘s healthy and
we love it.
Are there more advantages?
We feel much safer here than
before in Chukwani with all its individual properties. Since we moved to Fumba, if we have to travel
for business, we just lock the door.
The security in Fuma Town is one
of its major advantages in our view.
Have you also faced any
problems?
We seem to have a very high water
bill. And a covered carport would
be good, the car gets so heated up
in the sun.

f your work uniform does tell
something meaningful about your
job, the taka-taka collectors‘
outfits in Fumba say it all. Right on
their bright yellow overalls and T-shirts
stands the message: “No poverty. Jobs
in waste collection and recycling.” Or
another one: “Zero hunger.
Make use of organic food
waste.” Franko Goehse, head
of the Fumba Town Service
Centre (FTSC) and - together with Bernadette Kirsch
- the brain behind most green
ideas in Fumba, says: “We
thought it would be
quite fitting to put the
development goals of
the United Nations
on the uniforms of
our waste collection staff.”
And so they
did. One of
the pleasant
features of

Mr. Green alias
Franko Goehse, the
waste collector No1
in Fumba

Do you consider buying?
We want to test Fumba as tenants and
see how it develops. It all depends
who is moving here. It‘s the
neigbourhood which shapes an area.

Fumba Town is the slow-cooking. Or
slow beginning, one might say. The
town is becoming a town not overnight but within a process. Whether
it’s building, landscaping or the – often-overlooked - waste collection, the
development of East Africa’s first eco
city allows for learning curves.
Rule Number one has been established and working: ”We collect organic waste and food left-overs daily and
other garbage weekly”, Franko explains
before taking visitors through the A-Z of
Fumba waste management. And visitors
he does get plenty: “The landscaping
and recycling unit is one of our greatest
assets”, Fumba Town chief developer
and CEO Sebastian Dietzold proudly
says: “Every visitor and prospective
investor is totally speechless once
they get there.”
Indeed, the FTSC is like a fairytale of green ideas and realisations.
Take this one, for instance: “We
literally
built
the
town
on cardboard, worms
and
compost”,
remembers Franko
Goehse. “We placed
simple cardboard
on the corals
rocks of Fumba, brought
in 200 kilo
of worms
which doubled by
reproduction every
thirty days
and created
compost with
them. That became the very foundation of Fumba, the soil
of our town.”
Waste separation is
the magic word. Don’t
throw everything on one
heap, but separate your
waste. Every household
gets three different ten-litre
containers for the kitchen:
a green one for food waste,
a blue one for things which
can be recycled such as plastic
bottles, paper, cardboard and
glass tins. And a black waste

Starting from
199,900 USD

While African households still
produce far less garbage than an
average family in the developed world, the
situation in Zanzibar is shocking
enough. In Europe every person creates
an average of 500kg waste per year,
according to a 2014 EU statistic. The
goal of Europe is to recycle 55 per cent
of that by 2025.
In Zanzibar, every day “the equivalent
of the weight of a Boeing 747”
gets dumped uncontrolled into the
environment, states a study of Zanrec,
a company dedicated to reforming the
waste collection in Zanzibar. Zanrec already collects garbage from 70 hotels
and recycles it properly. They also do
a remarkable job in village and beach
clean-ups.
Although people of Zanzibar can
watch the hardworking municipal
street cleaners and dump collectors in
neighbourhoods of Stone Town every
day, there remains a huge amount of
uncollected waste. In 2014, a scientific
study done by a Malaysian NGO
revealed that not even half of the
garbage
dumped
anywhere
on the island gets collected.
“Open dumping is the prevalent
method
for
final
disposal“,
concluded Biubwa Ally, the researcher
from Malaysia. “Trash blocks the
drains and poisons the water”
was the blunt verdict of a

Dr. Jenny Bouraima answers:
Dr. Jenny Bouraima,
Urban Care Clinic

Excellent healthcare in Zanzibar to German standards
by Dr. Jenny Bouraima

Services for all your needs:
> Medical consultation > Executive check-ups > Laboratory investigations
> Vaccination and baby well-checks
Urban Care
> House visits > Emergency calls > First aid
Fumba Town, Zanzibar
+255 622 820 011 for quick consultation

+255 622 820 011

PERMACULTURE
LANDSCAPING
People Care. Earth Care. Fair Share.

- Design
- Implementation
- Maintenance
- Training

sales@fumba.town +255 623 989 900 www.fumba.town

Waste seperation is
the magic word

bernadette@cps-live.com
+255 764 523 530

Waste collectors in Fumba taking the stigma out of trash with bright yellow uniforms - and a smile
Deutsche Welle television documentary
probing “Zanzibar’s trash mountains”
in 2017.
Fumba Town wants to do it differently.
“We want to set a positive example”,
says Goehse. In fact, among many other
virtues, the reliable waste collection is
one of Fumba’s main attractions.
So-called “green rooms”, open garden
spaces between plots, feature big
garbage bins where house owners and tenants dispose of their individual garbage
discreetly and out of sight. The idea is,
that neighbours meet and chat in the
neat-looking green rooms. “We hope
to take the stigma out of trash by
ensuring that it is safe, clean and well
maintained”, says Franko Goehse. To
combat bad smells sawdust is provided
for pouring over organic waste.
“Our system is actually more advanced
than in most Western cities”, says
Goehse. If a house owner is unsure just
what to do with a broken bulb or his
old tires, he or she can call the Town

In “green rooms“ between houses and apartments the household garbage
gets collected almost unvisibly
Management for advice and clearance.
Because the message is easy: The better we all separate waste at household
level, the more can be re-used, sold

and recycled – and the greater is the
benefit to the environment. “It‘s not so
difficult“, says expert Goehse, “one just
has to do it“.

Happy&Healthy

READER’S QUESTIONS ANSWERED BY OUR OWN MEDICAL EXPERT

ADVERTISEMENT

Live where the Gardens are

bin for the bad and toxic items: cigarette butts, condoms (!), soft plastic,
diapers.
“Half of the garbage of a normal
household in Zanzibar is organic”,
knows Franko Goehse. And organic
means: The waste processors of Fumba
will compost it and make soil of it. “We
are happy to be able to recycle 94 per
cent of the waste of Fumba Town”, says
the green specialist. This includes also
metal and fabrics which can be reused.
Only four to five per cent of the things
people throw away in Fumba will end
up in Zanzibar’s landfill in Kibele.

ASK DR. JENNY BOURAIMA

Do you know your neighbours?
There is much progress of late, new
people moving in all the time. Yes,
you do meet. Fumba is still incomplete but we are already very proud
of it.

Town manager El Mauly: “I would rent here myself, it‘s perfect“

Bustani Villas

MY LIFE
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EASY RENTALS,
HAPPY LIVING

INSIDE FUMBA TOWN
TRUE STORIES OF NEW RESIDENTS
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FAN OR AC –
WHAT IS BETTER
FOR MY HEALTH?

Dear Salome, like in many health
related questions - as in life generally the answer is not always plain black or
white, yes or no, but rather “it depends”
and “all in moderation”. While it is
proven that cold air as such is not
responsible for making someone
sick (bacteria and viruses are!), the
seemingly excessive air-conditioning
in your office is contributing to you
getting a respiratory tract infection
more easily. Switching from the humid
heat outdoors to the dry cold inside
your office make your blood vessels
constrict; that happens inside
your nose and throat
as well, which
contributes to
drying up of
skin that
usu-

Salome A, 53,
secretary from Kikwajuni, asks:

D

ear Dr. Jenny, I am a
secretary and have recently been transferred
to a new office. Everything is fine
there and my colleagues are very
nice and understanding – except
for one little thing. They are used
to cooling down the office like a
fridge! The AC is constantly on
high. I have a problem with this
because I catch colds easily. I
develop a sore throat, running
nose and sometimes even a
long-lasting flu due to this. In my
own house we don’t use AC, also
for economical reasons, and just

have ceiling fans,
plus one extra
standing fan in
the bedroom. My
question to you as a
doctor is: From a medical standpoint, what is better
for your health in tropical conditions – a fan or air conditioning?
And what sort of compromise can
I find for the office? I also wonder how small children react to
either fans or AC since I have
my grandchildren visiting and
sleeping over with us sometimes.
Please give me your advice.

ally
needs
to be moist
and
coated
with mucus as a
natural
barrier
against viruses and bacteria.
Those pathogens then have an
easier passage inside your body.
If you have been sweating and

your clothes are damp, switching
repeatedly between indoors and outdoors will keep your body cooler for
longer which just amplifies the explained
blood vessel reaction.
The economic factor you are mentioning is another important reason for
responsible
and
moderate AC use.
Fans are much
cheaper to run
than air conditioners. If you run both, experts say,
you can at least turn your AC four
degrees higher for the same cooling
effect. But there are also environmental concerns. Air-conditioning contributes to global warming due to the
energy consumption and as such
the impact on the stratospheric
ozone layer. This should make us
choose very wisely when selecting
an AC system.
At home in your bedroom or in the
children’s room, the temperature is
directly related to the quality of your
sleep. The optimal
room
temperature in a bedroom
is between 18-21
degrees
Celsius,
temperatures that
here in Zanzibar
most of the times can only be obtained
by air-conditioning. Sleeping in such a
“cool” environment has proven to help
your body maintain its temperature
and prevent night sweats and related
insomnia.
Fans are a valid and cost-efficient
alternative. But you have to
be aware of the risk of creating
a draft, which especially in the hot
and humid season in Zanzibar can
lead to respiratory tract infections
as well. Depending on the age of

your grandchildren you’d also want
to make sure that your standing fan
does not pose a security hazard by
easily tipping over or due to unprotected
blades.
However, the real problem we are
facing in many
houses in Zanzibar are not ACs
or fans but poor
inddoor air quality. Polluted indoor
air due to insufficient
ventilation
and
harmful
building materials poses a risk to
respiratory health. Adequate ventilation, regular inspection and house

We sleep best
at 18-21 degrees
Celsius

maintenance prevent damage
or mould and lead to a healthier
in-door climate.
Dear Salome, to come to a conclusion: Keeping the above points
in mind, it mostly depends on your
preferences, your economic and
ecological sensitivity, to which
extent you are responsibly using
AC and/or fans.
As you implied a friendly
relationship with your colleagues,
I would imagine that an informal
meeting where you explain the
above points and suggest a more
considerate AC use would be well
received.
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MY HOME

WRITE TO US!
Do you have any health or lifestyle questions? Dr. Jenny Bouraima
at THE FUMBA TIMES (here with a young patient) will be happy to
answer them. In her clinic in Fumba Town she provides automated
in-house laboratory testing for reliable medical diagnostics as well
as a loyalty program, emergency and after-hour consultation
Please e-mail: DrJenny@fumbatimes.com
Urban Care, Fumba Town, Ph. +255 622 820 011
Opening hours: Mon - Fri, 9am - 5pm | www.urbancare.clinic
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KITESURFING, COWS & CLUBBING

Fishing village Paje at Zanzibar‘s east coast now among world’s Top Ten kitesurfing spots

3 questions to...

“IDEAL FOR
ANY LEVEL”

There is a strange occurrence
in Paje: cows and kites
together at the beach. While
local fishermen return with
the catch of the day in their
traditional wooden ngalawaboats and Swahili women
are harvesting seaweed,
wind-seekers ride in the
impossibly turquoise lagoon.

Jan Neubert, 39, of “Airborne
Kite Centre“ about the magic
of Paje.

When is the best season?
June - October and mid-December mid-March. Average speed is around
16 knots.
Can everybody learn kitesurfing?
We have students from 8-80 years.
A beginner’s course takes 10
hours and costs about 330 dollars.
Kitesurfing is not so much about
force or strength but about feeling
the wind. Nowadays, our equipment
has an emergency button. That has
made kitesurfing less dangerous.
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t strikes newcomers immediately: This may not be Maui on
Hawaii nor Tarifa in Spain or
Cabarete in the Dominican Republic.
But the cultural blend of kiting and
traditional life on Zanzibar’s east
coast is hard to beat. The sand, soft as
powdered
milk,
framed
by
palms and casuarina trees. The
turquoise, blue and green shimmering
sea rarely under 24 degrees Celsius.
The east coast around Paje with its
quite big difference between high
and low tide still is a haven of
budget and boutique accommodation.
Upmarket mass tourism like in the
north of Zanzibar has not yet really
arrived here.
And what about the cows? The skinny animals love to navigate all on
their own at sunset time to the beach.
Numbering around twenty or so, they
are not the property of one individual but village cows and according
to local belief ghost cows, wanga,
carrying the spirits of deceased. “They
love the blue hour just before sunset”,
the fishermen say, “strolling to the
beach for fresh air before returning to
the village to sleep“.
The beach crowd follows another
rhythm, kiting and swimming in the
mornings and late afternoons, depending on tides, then settling at the sunrise
beach for drinks, dinner and clubbing.
A well-loved newcomer is the techno-burger hangout B4 with its natural pool surrounded by dune grass,
and its brand-new night-time mini-golf. The exotic trend-place, started by Tina Wurmus and husband
Alex Goehse three years ago, has twelve
state-of-the art bungalows to rent and
all sorts of popular night

Why is Paje such a hit with kitesurfers all over the world?
A warm, shallow lagoon, a reef two
km away, steady side shore winds, no
rocks - these are tropical waters for any
level. We also do wave surfing beyond
the reef.

Kite specials: Jan Neubert organises
kite travels along the coast, sunrise
surfs and whale watching
The wow-effect of Paje: Turquoise waters perfect for swimming, sunbathing and kitesurfing. The pool of popular B4 beach club (left) is an eldorado for fans of
electronic music. The club offers bungalows, burger and sushi. Mr. Kahawa (right) is a fashionable beach meeting point for health food fans
activities, from sushi on the packed
beach to movie nights, and popular
Saturday nights with electronic music.
Next door, Mr. Kahawa is
known
for
healthy
breakfasts,
lucheons
and
dinners.
Opened by Dutch owners as a tiny
coffee shop in 2012, the casual beach
villa under almond trees now serves
250 meals on an average day - all
organic
delicacies
such as beetroot
wraps or octopus
with pumpkin puree. Mr. Kahawa
recently opened a
dining
spot,
too, called
Mr Kahawa
@night and
rents out a
handful of
sea view lofts.
The kiting crave started in
Paje, a spread-out fishing village literally built on sand, “about
twelve years ago”, recalls Kenyan-born Jan Neubert, a surfer by pas-

sion who runs one of the oldest surf
establishments here. His “Airborne
Kite Centre” caters to beginners as
well as advanced kiters; in his forest
budget camp, three minutes off the
beach, the 39-year-old offers safari
tents, tree houses and bungalow suites.
“We built the spot as a destination”,
says Neubert, who much to his mothers fright began surfing as a kid in the
shark-infested creek in front of Mombasa’s Fort Jesus. Together with “Kite
Centre Zanzibar” and “Zanzibar Kite
Paradise”, also well-established kitesurfing schools, Neubert sensed the superb kiting qualities of Paje early (see
interview on the right): “The knee-deep
warm water at low tide is the perfect
training ground.“
The international pilgramage of sport
and party enthusiasts to Paje have
no doubt changed the village. In its
transformation from a formerly quiet
Muslim community to a top young
holiday spot, not all the changes have
been viewed as positive. There are
many stalls with African souvenir
paintings, but there is also a garbage

problem and the village in general
seems not to have prospered sufficiently.
Notable exceptions are the
much
frequented “Supa-Duka“, a local supermarket, and the adjacent “Kijiji” restaurant which shot to fame on Trip Advisor
with its homemade curries and biryanis.
A first local “Rooftop Restaurant” at
the junction leading to Jambiani and
Bwejuu has just opened. Well worth a
visit is the Seaweed Centre in Paje where
women make soaps from seaweed (fb/
Seaweed Co. Zanzibar).

“The Soul” - first
beach apartments
for sale in Zanzibar
As the holiday spot develops, more accommodation for singles, couples and
families is needed. “The Soul”, a project of
stylish beach apartments by the developers
of Fumba Town, is intended to fill the void
with a new concept of 1-3 bedroom apartments and duplexes for sale. Building is
set to start this year. A showroom has been
set up. The apartments are located 400

metres away from the beach and nestled
around a lagoon. Selling prices start from
40,900 US dollars. It is the first time that
foreigners can buy holiday property
in Zanzibar. “We are pioneering”,
says Milan Heilmann, manager of “The
Soul”.
Will Paje keep its charme? “Paje is
still not Bali”, sums up Tina Wurmus,
owner of B4, “it’s lively but not yet overwrought with visitors.” And the ghost
cows still find their way unmolested to
the beach.
Staying at Paje
b4beach.club
airbornekitecentre.com
mrkahawa.com
Luxury villas: kisiwaonthebeach.com

PARTY IN PAJE
Popular open-air venues dot the 20kilometre stretch of Zanzibar’s sandy
coastline between the villages of
Jambiani and Michamvi, with Paje and
its traffic junction right in the centre.
Luckily, owners have agreed on a party
calendar:
Monday:
Red Monkey Lodge, THE spot
to be, in Jambiani, jam sessions,
often with prominent guest bands
Wednesday:
New Teddy’s, barbecue and disco
at Zanzibar’s first ever dorm hotel
Thursday:
Demani, cosy inland garden club
with live music on the main road
Friday: Jambo, live music

The Soul apartments & duplexes
www.thesoul.africa
Ph. +255 778 555550

Saturday: B4, party at Zanzibar’s
only electronic club, often with
top international DJs

Staying at nearby Jambiani
Chic: sharazadboutiquehotel.com
Family hotel: blueoysterhotel.com

Sunday: Upendo in Michamwi,
all-day chill-out brunch
Pls note, events subject to change

ADVERTISEMENT

JUST DISCOVERED
CAFÉ TURQUOISE IN STONE TOWN
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Unusal and uplifting: Shabnam Salim styled her Cafe Turqoise in the colours of a tropical breeze. Staff waiter Abu Bakar gives guests a treat

PLEASE GIMME A BREAK ...
LOCATION:
top central between
Park Hyatt and Hilton
Doubletree
FOOD:
healthy delight
INTERIOR:
modern and stylish,
seating capacity 18
THE BOTTOM LINE:
California goes Zanzibar

In times when “local & authentic”
seem to be the non-plus-ultra, Shabnam
Salim and her brother Nabeel had a
different concept in mind for their Café
Turquoise. No doubt, regional and fresh
they wanted their products to be, but
as for the setting of their intimate little
restaurant they thought of something
distinctively non-Zanzibari. “The idea
was, to give locals and residents a
break, feel a different vibe“, explains
Shabnam. And that’s exactly what the
former manageress of Kholle House
boutique hotel managed.
Residents flock to the airy, bright,
tastefully decorated daytime cafe-

cum-restaurant because it gives them
a break from Swahili-style chests,
curries and samosas. Instead: a variety
of freshly made salads from Greek to
garden salads (9,000 TZS) customised
with chicken, tuna, avocado and the
like. Main platters such as prawns
with seasonal vegetables and mashed
potatoes (20,000 TZS) await them.
And as a main or dessert, crepes and
waffles (12,000 TZS).
Everything was fresh and beautifully
prepared, when we visited. Some
of the portions, like the filled croissants and the berry compot, were a bit
meagre though for our appetite. Then

again, you don’t come to Café
Turquoise with a big hunger, more
for a light snack or ladies‘ city
lunch. Service is extraordinarily
attentive, And the freshly made
juices and smoothies! We went
for the Green Goddess with
avocado, coconut milk and
ginger – and that’s as local as the
Turquoise gets.
Café Turquoise
Ph. +255 777 425 042
Open 9:30-18:00,
Sunday closed
New Town, Stone Town

START YOUR ECO-ADVENTURE
Lessons and guided tours in mangrove forests, lagoons
and the open ocean by stand up paddle and kayak
paddlesportszanzibar.com
2windspaddlesports@gmail.com
Chukwani, Zanzibar

